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Summary
CERIF (Common European Research Information Format) provides a canonical reference data model at
both data and metadata levels. As such it is a model for the development of new CRISs (Current Research
Information Systems) and a template both for data exchange between CRISs and for mediating access to
multiple heterogeneous distributed CRISs. CERIF originated in 1988 but was based on earlier work in sev-
eral European countries. The CERIF91 standard had some defects which became apparent in use. In 1997 a
working group of the EC was set up to produce CERIF2000. This is a formal datamodel and thus unambigu-
ously implementable. The CERIF Task Group of euroCRIS is working actively on implementations, lessons
learned and improvements.

1 Introduction
This paper is organised as follows. CERIF (Common European Research Information Format)
has a history described in Section 2. Section 3 describes how it is used currently as a datamodel
for CRISs (Current Research Information Systems) in several variants in several countries and
raises some issues. A Task Group of the euroCRIS organisation (www.eurocris.org) is now the
custodian of CERIF ensuring its integrity, flexibility and usability. Section 4 outlines some of the
developmental directions for CERIF and discusses the relationship to the original aims and ob-
jectives. Section 5 concludes.

2 CERIF Past

2.1 CERIF91

CERIF (Official Journal 1991) has its origins in the late eighties arising from the Liaison Com-
mittee of Rectors’ Conferences of Member States and parallel, independent, work by several na-
tional Research Councils especially in projects IDEAS (Jeffery et.al 1989) and EXIRPTS (Naldi
et al. 1992). A Group was formed to formulate CERIF91 (vanWoensel 1988a); (vanWoensel
1988b). Experience with CERIF91 led, in 1997, to the requirement for a new CERIF standard.
The major aspects were:
a) the original CERIF covered only research projects as entities with persons, organisations

and other information represented as attributes. Users of CRIS wanted to extend it to data on
persons, organisations and other entities;

b) the “research subject classification scheme” recommended in CERIF 1991 had not been up-
dated since 1988 and needed to be extended to cover the new data areas plus give enhanced
coverage of existing ones;

c) new technologies, in particular, the introduction of the Internet and World Wide Web, had
changed the nature of basic CRIS activities and opened new ways to serve various CRIS user
groups.



The (CERIF2000) standard was created in late 1999 following two years of work by the Group
formed to undertake this task. There were strong interactions with the ERGO (European Re-
search Gateway Online) Group which was implementing a prototype portal system (ERGO)
based on (a slightly extended) CERIF91.

2.2 CERIF2000

2.2.1 Problems with CERIF91

One of the major problems with CERIF91 – and operational CRISs from the eighties and nine-
ties – was that they tended to have a single-entity focus. There were three main classes of sys-
tems:
(a) those focused on projects, with other information as attributes e.g. ASCENDA (UK);
(b) those focused on persons, with other information as attributes e.g. BEST (UK) or COS

(USA);
(c) those focused on organisational unit, with other information as attributes e.g. LABO (FR);

the characteristics of all of them included:
(1) Problems of repeating groups. For example, in the case of CRISs focused on projects, it was

not possible to record accurately the relationship between a person and this project. In fact
usually only the project leader was recorded. Thus there were problems:
(i) being unable to record repeating groups (multiple instances of groups of attributes rep-

resenting e.g. person repeating against one project);
(ii) having attributes with the same value (e.g. a group of attributes representing person) oc-

curring multiply in the database – where the same person was associated with more than
one project

Similar problems occurred with repeating of organisational unit, publication, equipment, fa-
cility etc etc. This is known in the database theory literature as a problem of functional de-
pendency.

(2) Problems of relationships. For example, in the case of CRISs focused on projects:
(i) it was not possible to record that project A was a subproject of project B,
(ii) nor a follow-on project from project B.
(iii) Similarly, it was not possible to record that person M was project leader, person N was

the designer, person O was the analytical chemist for project A.
(iv) It was not possible to indicate that project A was a cooperation between two organisa-

tional units.

This all pointed to deficiencies in the data model. Specifically, it indicated that it was necessary
to define more entities (rather than attributes of an entity) and that it was necessary to represent
relationships between those entities that included 1:n, n:m and recursion (self-referencing).

2.2.2 CERIF2000 Design

(CERIF2000) has a particular feature of three major entities {project, person, organisational
unit}interlinked through n:m relationships with {role} and {date / time} attributes and each ca-
pable of recursive reference (e.g. the relationship between one organisational unit and another,
one project and another, one person and another). This provides great flexibility and robustness
because not only can complex role and date-limited relationships between the three major enti-
ties be expressed but also other entities can be linked by role/date relationships to any or all of
these three major entities. The following example facts can all be recorded accurately by
CERIF2000:
(1) person a works for organisational unit j which is a sub-unit of organisational unit k which is a

sub-unit of organisational unit l
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(2) person b works for organisational unit m, a sub-unit of organisational unit n

(3) result-publication x came from project p which is a sub-project of project q

(4) person c is a reviewer of result-publication x

(5) person d is the editor of the journal or proceedings containing result-publication x

(6) organisational unit h (a publisher) claims copyright on result-publication x

(7) person a transferred copyright to organisational unit h

(8) for result-publication x, person a transferred copyright

and since all these statements include roles (eg author) and also date/time stamping {<start date/
time><end date/time>}it is possible using, for example, date range intersection, to induce from
(7) and (8) into person a transferred copyright to organisational unit h for result-publication x.

It is clear from the example that CERIF has both tremendous expressive power yet has the flex-
ibility to allow simplified instances of the data model – for example in an academic environment
the <date/time> attribute could be, simply, academic year thus allowing easy retrieval of re-
sult-publications of academic year yyyy with authors and organisational units (and projects if de-
sired). However, it does not even end there. Additional unique features of (CERIF2000) which
provide even greater flexibility are:
(a) all contact information is stored in one entity which has relationships (with role and

datestamping) to person and to organisational unit. Thus a person may have different contact
information instances for different roles;

(b) all attributes with enumerated lists of valid values have those values stored in an entity with a
relationship to the entities including the attribute thus providing flexibility and extensibility;

(c) all textual attributes have subordinate entities with language variants to allow a clean, flexi-
ble and extensible implementation of multilinguality;

(d) CERIF is delineated by key reference links to databases known to be pre-existing with more
detailed information on certain entities e.g. publications, patents

2.2.3 Three Data Models

(CERIF2000) also proposes three data models:
(a) ‘full CRIS’ datamodel which defines entities, attributes and relationships for a ‘greenfield’

CRIS implementation;
(b) export CRIS datamodel which provides a set of proposed subsets of (a) for data exchange

between CRISs capable of exporting / importing CERIF;
(c) CRIS metadata datamodel, a proper subset of (b), which provides a succinct description of

the contents of a CRIS in a form readable by any CRIS capable of importing / exporting
CERIF and also forms the key to the development of portal systems wishing to provide a ho-
mogeneous view over heterogeneous CRISs.

3 CERIF Present

3.1 Introduction

CERIF is established. EC (European Commission) tenders in the area of ERIS (European Re-
search Information System) emphasise CERIF. It is - with the CRIS Conference Series - a major
raison d’etre of euroCRIS. It is used either in practice or as a best-practice reference. Utilisation
of CERIF in practice has advanced our knowledge.
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A list of current known CRISs which have CERIF compatibility is given:
� SICRIS http://sicris.izum.si/default.asp?lang=eng: a CRIS providing access to total university

research in Slovenia. It is highly CERIF-2000 compatible, based on MS SQL installation of
CERIF-2000. Uses CERIF schema and CERIF vocabularies
� AURIS-MM: The CRIS developed to provide access to Austrian university research. It is

highly CERIF-2000 compatible, based on Oracle installation of CERIF-2000. It uses CERIF
schema and CERIF vocabularies. It extends CERIF to serve better Austrian users (uses Austri-
an vocabularies), to deal with other information (multimedia, web sites) and to serve for better
information retrieval (full-text indexes, views)
� CRIS-MER http://www.ercomer.org/research/ReSchools/Re_plans.html: under development

for research information on Migration and Ethnic Relations. Highly CERIF-2000 compatible,
RDBMS implementation, uses CERIF schema and vocabularies. It extends CERIF for human-
titarian information (new vocabularies and relations)
� Scottish Research Information System http://www.scottishresearch.com: is a CRIS for public

research in Scotland. It is CERIF-2000 compatible. The data schema and metadata schemas to
describe data are based on CERIF-2000.
� ARAMIS http://www.aramis-research.ch: a CRIS Intended to provide information to interes-

ted parties about research which is financed or carried out by the Federal Government in Swit-
zerland. It has CERIF-2000 compatible data structures.
� INTACCOMP http://www.intaccomp.ro/: is a network of key data about Central Europe re-

search projects sponsored with either national or international funds. The data schema, voca-
bularies and metadata schema for data exchange are based on CERIF-2000 recommendation
(http://www.man.poznan.pl/ist/isthmus/programme/slides/goczyla/ISThmus-goczyla.PPT)
� SAFARI http://safari.vr.se/: a CRIS to provide information to Swedish academic research al-

ready available on the Internet. It is based on metadata technologies. The metadata schema is
based Dublin Core and utilizes CERIF vocabularies to classify subjects.

Joint Electronic Submission (Je-S): a proposed system for electronic submission of grant appli-
cations (and hence into databases) of the 6 UK Research Councils has specified CERIF compati-
bility.

Experience has shown that CRIS developed for public research in Universities are commonly
very compatible with CERIF-2000, even if they were developed without knowledge of CERIF-
2000. Austrian examples are University of Salzburg, Technical University of Graz, University of
Linz but similar examples are found in all countries. This is not surprising as CERIF2000 was de-
fined utilising the experience of CRIS managers from all over Europe.

Particular implementations at UiB in Bergen (emphasising research results-publications) and
in CLRC near Oxford (as a corporate data model for a R&D enterprise to drive business pro-
cesses and provide R&D management information for decision support) have stress-tested the
CERIF model and led to proposals for some extensions.

In parallel, detailed technical work on the EC-provided variants of CERIF schemas at the
website (www.cordis.lu/cerif) by Andrei Lopatenko at TUW (Vienna University of Technology)
has indicated some deficiencies, and – interestingly - some variations from the model defined by
the CERIF2000 Group. Andrei has also implemented a CERIF-compatible CRIS at TUW named
AURIS-MM and has provided a ‘clean’version of CERIF for euroCRIS.

Thus we have several kinds of CERIF-developments today:
(1) corrections to the EC-provided datamodel and schemas;
(2) extensions to CERIF for research results-publications;
(3) extensions to CERIF for corporate data model usage;
(4) precision of CERIF dictionaries (lists of valid terms) associated with attributes that have the

property of an enumerated list of possible valid values;
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These developments all aim either:
(a) to make precise and formal the definition of CERIF and to formalise its change control pro-

cesses to ensure clarity;
(b) to extend the capability and usability of CERIF for supporting CRIS in the widest sense,

with extensions both in depth (detail) and in breadth (business requirements areas sup-
ported);

One interesting feature is that of all the extensions to CERIF proposed very few actually require
extensions to CERIF – the original datamodel had the capability to represent the requirement.
This is a testament to the skill and ability of the CERIF2000 Group.

3.2 Extensions

3.2.1 UiB

UiB had a particular need to relate {result_publication} to {person a} who at the time was work-
ing for {orgunit n} and to {person b} who was working for {orgunit m} In other words, they
wished to relate a particular {result_publication} to the intersection of {person} and {orgunit}.

This can be expressed in CERIF2000. However, it requires the induction that if the date range
(with appropriate role) in the relationship {person-result_publication} intersects the date range
in the relationship {person-orgunit} then the person was working for that {orgunit} at the time of
publication. Of course, the {person} could have been working for more than one {orgunit} and
more than one {person} could have been working for the same {orgunit} and on the same {re-
sult_publication}.

For reasons of efficiency UiB decided to implement this as ternary relation {person-orgunit-
result_publication}, without role and dates and so constructing a specialised fixed ternary rela-
tionship. This has the advantage that induction is not required, and that there are fewer join oper-
ations during selection (search). It has the disadvantage that it is difficult to represent the role and
time relationship of a {person} to either a {result_publication} or to an {orgunit}, and it also
makes it more difficult to handle multi-author publications (because of repetition of the other two
key attributes in the ternary relation). In practice this has proved inefficient in implementation.

As an aside during this work it was noted that there is no (recursive or non-recursive) link table
{result_publication-result_publication}. Such a link-table could be useful for handling seman-
tics such as ‘paper x in proceedings y’ where the proceedings is clearly a separate publication or
the relationship ‘paper x is an extended journal paper from paper y given at conference z’. In
(CERIF2000) the original idea as that publications were recorded outside of CERIF, and that
CERIF should hold only a pointer (e.g. URI) to the publication. It is now clear that this is insuffi-
cient and thus we now propose that this feature is added to the CERIF2000 standard. It is com-
pletely in line with the philosophy of CERIF and is analogous to the recursive relationship of
{project} or {orgunit}, or the non-recursive relationship between one {project} and another or
one {orgunit} and another.

3.2.2 CLRC-RAL

CLRC has decided that it requires a corporate data model to underpin the drive to make all its
business processes electronically supported. Work started on this independently of CERIF but
after a relatively short time the model proposed was observed to be close to CERIF and so they
were compared formally. The result was the adoption of CERIF but with extensions for this
CLRC purpose. As CLRC is an organisation for the purpose of R&D it is perhaps not surprising
that a CRIS data model should form a suitable basis for a corporate data model. However, CERIF
was aimed originally at recording R&D information and not at supporting the business of R&D.

The major extensions required in the CLRC datamodel are as follows:
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� {project}: considerably more information including project plan, costs, milestones, deliverab-
les;
� {person}: considerably more information including annual performance assessment which it-

self includes work objectives and their achievement and learning and development needs and
their achievement. The record of past positions within the organisation can be recorded in
CERIF, as can an employee’s manager and senior managers. Records of travel need to be ad-
ded, related to project. The authority of one person over another can be recorded in CERIF but
not the financial authority of a person (authorising expenditure by project). Although the CV
of a person (as recorded within CERIF) can record skills or competencies, it is not necessarily
in a form suitable for processing within the business of an organisation.
� {orgunit}: CERIF does not provide for information on the mission or objectives of an orgunit,

nor its terms of reference (e.g. for a committee). It does not provide for financial information
of an orgunit (e.g. annual budget, invoices, orders) nor human resource aspects of an orgunit
(how many staff-years of effort does it control).

Furthermore, the extension – a linking relation - to allow {result_publication-result_publica-
tion} noted above is required by CLRC. Current work is evaluating how much extension is re-
quired to {equipment} and {facilities} from the CERIF model to accommodate CLRC needs.

CLRC staff are still working on the details of the data model and expect to provide a full pro-
posal for CERIF extensions for consideration by the CERIF Task Group of EuroCRIS (www.
eurocris.org) in due course.

3.3 Precision and Formalisation

3.3.1 DataModel Corrections

Work while at the Technical University of Vienna by Andre Lopatenko has discovered errors in
(CERIF2000), particularly in the EC-provided schemas driven from the extended entity-relation
diagrams. A few inconsistencies were also discovered in the spreadsheet tables in the appendix
of (CERIF2000). The current correct version of the datamodel is available within the documen-
tation of the CERIF Task Group of EuroCRIS (www.eurocris.org/cerif).

3.3.2 Dictionaries, Thesauri and Ontologies

Given a formally correct datamodel (syntax) the next step to permit effective use of CRIS and ef-
fective data exchange or homogeneous access is converging the semantics (meaning). This re-
quires agreed terms in dictionaries, thesauri or ontologies. Some work was done in this area us-
ing classification schemes (codes and meanings) and is documented (CERIF2000). However,
many attributes were not subjected to rigorous content definition. Recent work by Andrei
Lopatenko has provided a XML-encoded RDF description of CERIF which provides the basis
for a definition of formal semantics, now being attempted using DAML + OIL. (W3C)

4 CERIF Future

4.1 Introduction

CERIF clearly still has much to offer the CRIS designer, or the systems engineer providing im-
port / export from a legacy CRIS to other systems. It provides a formalised reliable model. It ap-
pears – with the formal definition of the dictionaries, thesauri and ontologies - to be complete for
CRIS requirements. Furthermore, it is clearly extensible for other purposes including a corporate
business data model.
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4.2 Data Exchange

CERIF can be used for data exchange with data from CRIS A being converted from CRIS A for-
mat to CERIF, transmitted to CRIS B, received as CERIF and stored in the format of CRIS B
ready for use by users of CRIS B. Although it can be shown theoretically that this is accom-
plished easily, demonstration of this capability is a target.

4.3 Data Access

However, CERIF can also be used for access – that is provision of a portal to all CRISs for an
end-user either attached to a particular CRIS or free-standing. The portal allows query expres-
sion in one expressive language and translation of that query to the target CRISs. They export
their results as CERIF to be integrated at the portal for the end-user. The end-user then receives
an answer consisting of the union of the results from the different target CRISs in CERIF format,
ready for storing in the user’s local CRIS or independently. Such a system is subject to access
rights, copyright, IPR and other restrictions. Such a portal system has yet to be constructed, but
the ERGO pilot demonstrated feasibility.

Here CERIF intersects with the (W3C) concepts of the ‘semantic web’ and the ‘web of trust’,
both areas of active research by the authors among others.

5 Conclusion
CERIF has demonstrated the basic soundness of the datamodel both in formal correctness and in
its designed-in flexibility. This provides optimism for its success in the future. Of the proposed
extensions few have required changes to CERIF. Some extensions (UiB) provide, arguably, effi-
ciency but at the expense of program maintenance effort. Others (CLRC) are required in order to
utilise CERIF in a much wider environment (corporate business processes and information sys-
tems) than originally intended (CRIS).
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